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the observable

universe.
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The Bauce Brothers is a hot sauce discovery club

straight out of London. 

Our mission is to bring delicious, small-batch craft

hot sauce to the masses, we do this by only

working with local hot sauce alchemists that

make all vegan, all natural hot sauces with no

added preservatives. 

Each sauce selected goes through a rigorous

testing program including blind tasting & flavour

profiling to ensure the only thing that gets stung

is your taste buds.

www.baucebrothers.com

60,000+
Unique visitors in 2020

WHO WE ARE

15,000+
Followers in our network

1000+
Paid club members
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WE CARE

ABOUT...

Small owned businesses recycle a

much larger share of their revenue

back into the local economy, enriching

the whole community.

Supporting small

businesses! 

1

Capsaicin the active ingredient in

capsicums can temporarily increase

your metabolic rate and help you burn

more calories efficiently. 

Promoting benefits of

spicy foods!

2

By sourcing local manufacturers we

are limiting our customers food miles,

which helps reduce their overall carbon

foot print. 

Being environmentally

friendly!
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Generally most hot sauces are, by

design vegan friendly and rarely

contain any animal products.

Championing vegan

products!
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We only source sauce from hot sauce

alchemists who use all natural, fresh

ingredients and use no unnecessary

preservatives.

The health of our

customers!
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At the end of the day, we love craft hot

sauce and want to be the driving force

behind the UK hot sauce scene.

The growth of the UK

craft hot sauce scene!

6



unique visits in 3
weeks.

15,000+ 

Unique votes in 3
weeks.

1200+ 

Of submissions from 

sauce makers.

100's 
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the craft hot sauce awards
For the last three years, we've shared our ‘top 100
essential hot sauces’ list with the world, our way to
celebrate who we think are at the cutting edge of hot
sauce innovation in the UK.

Last year, we invited the public to vote for their favourites,
and recruited some of our hot sauce homies to help us
crown a winner.

This year, we are continuing that tradition, providing a way
to recognise and celebrate all of the hot sauce makers
across the UK. 

Now, fans of their friendly neighbourhood hot sauce
alchemists can claim they’ve tasted the UK’s best sauce
and show their support by placing a vote.
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CATEGORIES
Much like craft beer, hot sauce has captured the imagination of

the UK. Over the last year we have seen hundreds of new hot

sauce alchemists enter the market, bringing with them a new

wave of innovation.

 

To celebrate this, and ensure sauces are judged fairly on their

own attributes, we have created five distinct categories that we

feel accurately capture the current market segmentation.

 

Here's what we came up with.

www.baucebrothers.com



COLLLAB
Hot sauce makers are collaborating with everyone from brewery's to bands, to your mum's favourite brunch

spot. This category will be dedicated to celebrating the best hot sauce collabs in the UK.

CATEGORIES

WILD CARD

The wild card category is designed for the sauce makers experimenting with radically new flavours and

ingredients. This category will celebrate the innovation, creativity and risk averse small-batch hot sauce

makers.

CALIENTE
What's good if a hot sauce doesn't pack a punch? This category will be dedicated to the hot sauce alchemists

that can use some of world's hottest chillies but still deliver a sauce that is palatable and full of flavour.

FERMENT
The ancient and now revived art of fermentation is a hugely popular within condiment creation. This category

is dedicated to celebrating the fermentation masters turning the heat up on the hot sauce scene.

CLASSICO
This category will be dedicated to the everyday hot sauce, the one that you can pour on your cereal. The one

you carry around in a back pack and even thought about getting tattooed.
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TIMELINE
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Part 1: Submissions open

Landing page with form

submission goes live, and

shared on all platforms.

Part 2: Submissions close

Submissions close and we

begin collating the top 100

list for release.

Part 3: List released

The top 100 list is

released and all sauces

will be up for public vote.

Part 7: Judges deadline

We will recruit five hot

sauce influencers to judge,

taste and score the final

five sauces.

Part 5: Voting closes

Voting will close and any

bouncing or duplicate

email addresses will be

removed.

Part 4: Voting begins

The public are able to

place one vote per sauce

per category.

Part 6: Finalist chosen

The top five sauces from

each category will

progress to the judges

stage.

Part 8: Winners announced

The winners will be

announced, on our socials

and website and receive

there awards shortly after.

SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2021 SEPTEMBER 24TH, 2021 OCTOBER 25TH, 2021 OCTOBER 25TH, 2021

NOVEMBER 14TH, 2021 NOVEMBER 14TH, 2021 NOVEMBER 28TH, 2021 DECEMBER 10TH, 2021
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THE TOP 100 LIST WILL BE

SPLIT INTO FIVE CATEGORIES

WITH 20 SAUCES TO FEATURE

IN EACH

THE TOP 5 SAUCES WITH THE

MOST VOTES WILL PROGRESS

TO THE FINAL STAGE AND BE

JUDGED BY OUR HOT SAUCE

EXPERTS

WINNERS

CROWNED



Meet the team

CO-FOUNDER

jess@baucebrothers.com

Jess

CO-FOUNDER

ben@baucebrothers.com

Benny 

RECIPES

holla@baucebrothers.com

Maud

OPERATIONS

holla@baucebrothers.com

Debz

www.baucebrothers.com

Bauce Brothers

38 Pretoria Road 

North London

N18 1EX


